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Wave-number spectrum of electroencephalographic signals
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A recently developed, physiologically based continuum model of corticothalamic electrodynamics is used to
derive the theoretical form of the electroencephalographic wave-number spectrum and its projection onto a
one-dimensional recording array. The projected spectrum is found to consist of a plateau followed by regions
of power-law decrease with various exponents, which are dependent on both model parameters and temporal
frequency. The theoretical spectrum is compared with experimental results obtained in other studies, showing
good agreement. The model provides a framework for understanding the nature of the spatial power spectrum
by linking the underlying physiology with the large-scale dynamics of the brain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electroencephalogram~EEG! is a noninvasive record
ing of the brain’s electrical activity from electrodes on t
scalp. The EEG frequency power spectrum has been wi
investigated for a variety of brain states, such as the var
states of arousal@1–3#, during sensorimotor and mental tas
@3–5#, and for both controls and patients afflicted with
number of brain disorders@6–10#. Consequently, there is
wealth of research into the features of these spectra.
investigation of spectral characteristics has permitted el
dation of many of the underlying physiological mechanis
responsible for their generation.

The spatial organization of brain function has been st
ied in animals and humans, in order to determine which
gions of the cortex are involved in various cognitive a
motor tasks@11–13#. Spatial correlations have been used
address the so-called binding problem, which poses the q
tion of how spatially distant neurons correlate different
pects of a single stimulus@14,15#. Spatial coherence func
tions are also used to study cognition@3,16,17#. EEG has
also been combined with magnetic resonance imaging
construct brain models@18#. These topographic studies o
spatial EEG structure have wide diagnostic applicatio
however, the wave-number content of brain activity, the s
tial analog of the frequency power spectrum, has recei
relatively little attention despite its potential to probe t
spatial features of brain function from another perspectiv

Research on the wave-number dependence of brain f
tions has been limited. It includes an early study of t
frequency-wave-number domain@19#, which investigated vi-
sually evoked response data in humans, using a spectra
timation technique which enabled the determination of
velocity of propagating wave fronts. Another early study
vestigated the wave-number spectrum near the alpha
quency, thereby providing evidence of a wave dispersion
lation in the cortex@20#. More recent studies performe
spatial spectral analysis of human electrocorticograp
~ECoG! @21# and EEG@22–24# data.

Here we explore the wave-number spectrum using a
cently developed neurophysical continuum model of corti
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dynamics. This model provides an established framew
within which the neocortical wave-number content can
examined. It is a recently developed neurophysiological c
tinuum model of corticothalamic activity@25–30# which in-
corporates distinct neural populations, nonlinearities, d
dritic and axonal delays, and feedback to the cortex thro
the thalamus. It is able to reproduce many of the tempo
characteristics of the EEG, such as the spectral pe
@26,30,31# and trends seen in various states of arousal@29#,
evoked response potentials@31#, and certain seizure onse
and dynamics@32#. It has also addressed modal effects ar
ing from cortical boundary conditions@30#, and spatial co-
herence and correlations@33#. In the reverse direction, an
individual’s frequency power spectrum can be fitted to t
model and the underlying physiological parameters dedu
thereby@32,34#.

One aim of this paper is to use the model to derive
wave-number power spectrum and to make predictions ab
its features for various states of arousal. We will investig
analytically the various spectral features and how in o
model these relate mathematically and physiologically to
brain. A second aim is to compare the predicted spectra
various states of arousal with experimental data. We h
chosen to use EEG data because the EEG is noninvasive
inexpensive, and so has more potential as a useful tool
the ECoG, which is obtained from the surface of the cor
during surgery.

In Sec. II of this paper our model is briefly outlined. Th
spatial spectrum is derived in Sec. III, and head volume c
duction~which attenuates short wavelengths! is incorporated
to allow comparison with scalp data. In Sec. IV, the deriv
spectrum and its parameter and frequency dependencie
explored. A comparison with experimental scalp data,
waking states with eyes closed and open, is detailed in S
V, and the form of a sleep-state spectrum is predicted. In S
VI, the choice of model parameters is discussed, and
values of previously ill-constrained parameters are estima

II. CORTICOTHALAMIC MODEL

In this section we summarize the corticothalamic mo
developed previously. The cortex is modeled as a tw
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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dimensional~2D! sheet, which is motivated by its relativ
thinness. In previous work@30# we examined the effects o
boundary conditions on the cortical dynamics produced
this model, which contains both thalamocortical and corti
cortical interactions, and found them to be minimal at m
frequencies for systems of linear cortical sizes exceed
roughly 0.2 m, which is certainly satisfied for humans. T
frequencies at which boundary conditions may still be imp
tant are where damping is the weakest, i.e., atf &1 Hz,
where there is a spectral enhancement, and near the a
frequency ('10 Hz) where boundary conditions may co
tribute to weak spectral substructure in our model. For m
physiologically realistic parameters, however, the bound
conditions are not very important in determining the form
the spectrum produced by this model@30#, in contrast to
some other models in which the boundary conditions pla
more critical role in determining dynamics because damp
is intrinsically weak@24#. In our model, we have shown em
pirically that under most circumstances boundary conditi
may be ignored@30#. We thus use the simplifying approx
mation that the cortex is infinite in extent. The probable
fects of including boundary conditions into the spatial ana
sis of EEG signals presented here are discussed in Sec.

The cortical model has randomly interconnected exc
tory and inhibitory neurons. Scales below a few tenths o
millimeter are averaged over to yield a continuum treatm
that extends from this scale to that of the whole cortex, a
other global models@24,35–38#. In our model, wave propa
gation through the cortex is governed by the mean fir
rates~or pulse densities! of excitatorye and inhibitoryi neu-
rons. This mean neuronal firing rate has a sigmoidal dep
dence on cell-body potential, which we approximate here
a linear function on the assumption that deviations from
steady state are small at large scales in normal, nonse
states. This approximation has been found to yield excel
agreement with observed frequency spectra@29#.

The mean cell-body potentialVa of neurons of typea in
the cortex is a function of inputs from other cortical neuro
and from excitatory subcortical neurons. Incoming activity
received in the dendritic tree and filtered as it travels alo
the dendrites to the cell body. Thus, the cell-body potentia
a neuron of typea5e,i can be written in Fourier space as

Va~k,v!5(
b

La~v!Gabfb~k,v!, ~1!

whereb5e,i ,s and theGab are dimensionless gains repr
senting the response strength in neuronsa due to a unit sig-
nal incident from neurons of typeb. The quantityLa is a
dendritic low-pass filter function, which accounts for th
temporal delay and smearing of the incoming signal a
travels along the dendritic tree to the cell body. It can
written @25# as

La~v!5~12 iv/a!21~12 iv/b!21, ~2!

whereb and a are the inverse rise and decay times of t
dendritic potential.
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The signal emitted by a single neuron depends on its c
body potential. In the large-scale continuum treatment,
statistically average over scales below a few tenths of a m
limeter to determine local mean values for quantities such
the cell-body potential and outgoing pulses. Thus we defin
field of outgoing pulses in which the local mean valuefa is
determined by the local mean cell-body potentialVa , de-
fined above. The propagating pulse densityfa is then pro-
portional to measured large-scale potentials, such as
EEG. This propagation can be described by damped w
equations for the fieldsfa @25#. In Fourier space one finds

Da~k,v!fa~k,v!5Va~k,v!, ~3!

where

Da~k,v!5k2r a
21~12 iv/ga!2, ~4!

ga5v/r a is a measure of the damping,v is the mean veloc-
ity of pulse propagation along an axonal tree, andr a is the
mean range of axonsa.

Most subcortical signalsfs arrive from the thalamus. The
thalamocortical connectivity assumed in the model is sho
in Fig. 1, involving the cortex, the thalamic relay nuclei, a
the thalamic reticular nucleus. The~roughly 15! relay nuclei
convey sensory information to relevant areas of the cor
@39#. These nuclei also receive signals from the cort
which they topographically feed back to it. The thalam
reticular nucleus receives excitatory inputs from both th
lamic relay and cortical neurons. Its output is inhibitory a
acts solely on relay nuclei.

With reference to Fig. 1, we see that the subcortical in
fs to the cortex is a filtered combination of subthalam
inputs fn and a feedback signal originating fromfe in the
cortex. If the time taken for a signal to travel from the cort
through the thalamus and back ist0, we can write@31#

FIG. 1. Diagram of corticothalamic connections showing t
cortex, reticular nucleus, and relay nuclei. The cortex is extensiv
connected to itself, and also projects to and receives project
from the thalamus. There are two loops through the thalamu
direct loop passing only through the relay nuclei, and an indir
loop which also passes through the reticular nucleus. There is
an intrathalamic loop. Corticothalamic gains are indicated on
diagram.
5-2
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fs~k,v!5P~v!fn~k,v!1S~v!fe~k,v!, ~5!

where

P~v!5
LsGsn

12LsGsrLrGrs
eivt0 /2, ~6!

S~v!5
LsGsrLrGre1LsGse

12LsGsrLrGrs
eivt0, ~7!

andfn is approximated as spatiotemporal white noise.
Incorporation of Eqs.~5!–~7! into Eq.~1!, followed by the

elimination of Va from Eqs.~1! and ~3!, yields the transfer
functions@31#

fe~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

LeGesP

12LiGii

1

k2r e
21q2r e

2 , ~8!

f i~k,v!

fn~k,v!
5

DeLiGis

DiLeGes

fe

fn
, ~9!

where

q2r e
25~12 iv/ge!

22
LeGee1LeGesS

12LiGii
. ~10!

III. WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRA

In this section we use the transfer functions~8! and~9! to
derive the form of the wave-number power spectrum for b
excitatory and inhibitory populations. In Sec. III B head vo
ume conduction is incorporated to allow comparison w
scalp data. Note that the spectra derived are 1D project
of the full 2D wave-vector spectrum, allowing comparis
with data obtained from 1D electrode arrays.

A. The cortical spectrum

The power at a givenk andv is

Pa~k,v!5ufa~k,v!u2. ~11!

We integrate over one component ofk to find the 1D wave-
number spectrum for a fixedv. For the excitatory popula
tion, this gives

Pe~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

ufe~k,v!u2dky ~12!

5
ufN

2 u
r e

4 U LeGesP

12LiGii
U2E

2`

` dky

uk21q2u2
~13!

5
ufN

2 u

r e
4 U LeGesP

12LiGii
U2 p

2Re@Aq21kx
2#uq21kx

2u
.

~14!

Similarly, for the inhibitory population,
06190
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Pi~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

uf i~k,v!u2dky ~15!

5E
2`

`

ufe~k,v!u2UDeLiGis

DiLeGes
U2

dky ~16!

5
ufN

2 u
r e

4 U LeGesP

12LiGii
U2U LiGis

LeGes
U2E

2`

` UDe

Di
U2 dky

uk21q2u2
~17!

5E
2`

` uk2r e
21~12 iv/ge!

2u2

uk2r i
21~12 iv/g i !

2u2
uA~v!udky

uk21q2u2
,

~18!

where

A~v!5S LiGisPfN

r e
2~12LiGii !

D 2

. ~19!

We can write this as

Pi~kx ,v!5A1I 11A2I 21A3I 3 , ~20!

where

A1~v!5uAur e
4/r i

4 , ~21!

A2~kx ,v!52uAu~12v2/ge
21r e

2kx
2!2r e

2/r i
4 ,

A3~kx ,v!5uAu@r e
4kx

412r e
2kx

2~12v2/ge
2! ~22!

1~11v2/ge
2!2]/ r i

4 , ~23!

I 1~kx ,v!5E
2`

` ky
4dky

uk21h2u2uk21q2u2
, ~24!

I 2~kx ,v!5E
2`

` ky
2dky

uk21h2u2uk21q2u2
, ~25!

I 3~kx ,v!5E
2`

` dky

uk21h2u2uk21q2u2
, ~26!

h5~12 iv/g i !/r i'1/r i . ~27!

The integrals~24!–~26! are evaluated in the Appendix.

B. The scalp spectrum

In order to allow comparison with scalp EEG data, w
must incorporate spatial filtering of the signal by volum
conduction in the cerebrospinal fluid, skull, and scalp. Sri
vasanet al. have derived a scalp transfer function using
four-concentric-shell volume conductor model of the he
@40#, the four shells being the brain, cerebrospinal flu
skull, and scalp. The function is calculated in the wav
number domain using a range of relative conductivities
the four shells. These results may be incorporated into
5-3
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model by introducing a volume conduction filter functio
that attenuates short-scale (k.k0) potential variations
@24,29#. For many purposes the following are suitable a
proximate forms:

F~k!5
k0

2

k21k0
2

~28!

or

F~k!5e2k/k0. ~29!

Srinivasanet al. presented their results in a plot of the he
transfer functionT against the spherical harmonic degr
@40#. The quantityT2 is the filter functionF in the present
nomenclature, and the spherical harmonic degree can be
verted to a wave number via the relation

k25
n~n11!

R2
, ~30!

wheren is the harmonic degree andR50.8 m is the radius of
the head. Fits of Eqs.~28! and ~29! to their model results
yield values of k0'10–15 m21. Additional uncertainties
arise from the fact that Srinivasanet al. assumed a uniform
spherical head with a skull of constant thickness. The ef
on the spectrum of varyingk0 over the range 5 m21,k0
,30 m21 is investigated in Sec. IV B. We find that a pr
liminary fit to data yields a value ofk0 which is consistent
with the results of Srinivasanet al.

Using the filter function given in Eq.~28!, the excitatory
power is given by

Pe~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

ufe~k,v!u2F~k!dky ~31!

5
LeGes

LiGis
uAu

Bk0
2p

~c2d!~c2e!~d2e!
, ~32!

with

B~kx ,v!5A1

c
~d2e!1A1

d
~e2c!1A1

e
~c2d!,

~33!

c~kx ,v!5kx
21q2, ~34!

d~kx ,v!5kx
21q* 2, ~35!

e~kx!5kx
21k0

2 . ~36!

Similarly, inhibitory power is given by

Pi~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

uf i~k,v!u2F~k!dky . ~37!

The integral in Eq.~37! is calculated numerically in wha
follows, since its analytic form is too complicated to yie
useful insight into its properties.
06190
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C. Further considerations

There are two further considerations. First, we note t
experimentally measured potentials are not separable into
citatory and inhibitory components, but are more likely
linear combination of the fields of the two neuron popu
tions @31#. Measured power is then given by

P~kx ,v!5E
2`

`

uWefe1Wif i u2F~k!dky ~38!

5We
2Pe1Wi

2Pi12WeWi Pei , ~39!

where theWa represent the relative numbers of each type
neuron in the cortex, weighted by structural and orientat
factors that affect their ability to generate observable pot
tials. TheWa are assumed here to be independent ofv and
k. The quantitiesPe andPi are derived above, and the qua
tity Pei is incorporated numerically into the formulation o
the scalp power spectra using

Pei~kx ,v!5ReE
2`

`

fe~k,v!f i* ~k,v!F~k,v!dky .

~40!

Second, we note that the form of the equations deriv
allows the investigation of the wave-number spectrum fo
single fixedv. In experiments, however, it is a frequenc
band that is observed. Thus, in order to obtain a theoret
prediction which is comparable to the data, we need to in
grate the predicted spectrum over a corresponding band

P~kx ,v1 ,v2!5E
v1

v2
P~kx ,v!dv. ~41!

Unfortunately Eq.~41! cannot be evaluated analytically be
cause of the complicated frequency dependence ofq, so all
integrals over frequency are calculated numerically below

IV. EEG SPECTRA

In this section the 1D spatial spectrum derived from t
model is discussed and illustrated, and parameter and
quency dependencies are investigated.

A. The spectrum

The form of the wave-number power spectrum was
rived from the model in Sec. III. Figure 2 shows the resulti
spectrum on the the scalp, i.e., including the effects of v
ume conduction. The parameters used are those give
Table I for the awake eyes-closed condition, and the sp
trum is integrated over the frequency range 0.5–40 Hz.

Four curves are shown in Fig. 2, representing
weighted power contributionsWe

2Pe , Wi
2Pi , 2WeWi Pei ,

and their sumP. The sumP represents the observed powe
and in order to better understand it we qualitatively exam
its componentsPe , Pi , andPei . We begin with the quantity
Pe . Ignoring the effects of volume conduction for the tim
5-4
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being, we concentrate on those factors in Eq.~13! that de-
pend onkx :

Pe~kx ,v!}E
2`

` dky

uk21q2u2
. ~42!

We see qualitatively that forkx!uqu, Pe is constant, and for
kx@uqu, Pe decreases according to a power law. The tran
tion between these two behaviors occurs atkx'uqu, and for
convenience shall be termed the excitatory knee. It is th
fore the parameters inq2 which dictate the position of this
knee.

The precise nature of the power-law decrease forkx
*uqu is derived as follows: rewrite thekx-containing factor
in Eq. ~14! as

Pe~kx!5
Im@Aq21kx

2#

Im~q2!uq21kx
2u

. ~43!

FIG. 2. Wave-number power spectrum from Eq.~38! derived
from the model~solid line!, for 0.5 Hz, f ,40 Hz. Also shown are
the contributions from the excitatory powerWe

2Pe ~dotted line!, the
inhibitory power Wi

2Pi ~dashed line!, and the power 2WeWi Pei

~dot-dashed line!. Parameters for all curves are given in Table I.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the model for each of the arou
states investigated. The parameters were chosen based on
physiological considerations and previous work using this mode
discussed in Sec. VI.

Parameter Eyes closed Eyes open Sleep Un

t0 0.07 0.07 0.07 s
r e 0.08 0.08 0.08 m
r i 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 m
g i 105 105 105 s21

ge 200 180 100 s21

a5b/4 40 75 50 s21

Ges5Gis 3.9 1.0 5.3
Gse 2.6 1.0 0.1
Gsr 23.0 21.0 20.1
Grs 0.6 20.1 7.0
Gee 6.2 4.0 6.0
Gii 210 23.4 25.0
Gre 0.3 0.5 5.1
Gsn 5.0 2.8 0.2

We512Wi 0.95 0.93–0.97 0.95
k0 25 25 25 m21
06190
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Now, for largekx ,

Im@Aq21kx
2#.ImFkxS 11

q2

2kx
2D G.

Im~q2!

2kx
, ~44!

giving

Pe~kx!}
1

Im~q2!

Im~q2!

kx
3 5kx

23 . ~45!

Consider now the effects of volume conduction. The fil
function F(k), from Eq. ~28!, is approximately constant fo
kx&k0, and has a slope that quickly increases to21 at kx
'k0, and gradually increases from21 to 22 over the range
k0&kx&5k0, and has a constant slope of22 for kx*5k0.

Combining the above, we find that the slope of the ex
tatory spectrumPe is 0 for 0,kx&uqu, then quickly in-
creases to23, where it remains foruqu&kx&k0, and gradu-
ally increases from24 to 25 over the rangek0&kx&5k0,
and is constant at25 for kx*5k0. This assumes thatk0
.uqu, which is true over the frequency ranges conside
here. In the casek0,uqu, the slope of the excitatory spec
trum Pe is 0 for 0,kx&k0, then quickly increases to21 at
kx'k0, gradually increases from21 to ,22 for k0&kx
&uqu and from.24 to 25 for uqu&kx&5k0, and is con-
stant at25 for kx*5k0. The second sequence of slope ma
nitudes is easily determined from the first, so we assu
k0.uqu in what follows.

We now turn our attention to the qualitative behavior
Pi . Equations~24!–~26! show that thekx-dependent part of
Pi is

Pi~kx ,v!}E
2`

` dky

uk21q2u2uk21h2u2
. ~46!

Following the analysis ofPe , we would expect constantPi
for low kx , and a power-law decrease at higherkx , with
knees at wave numbers dictated by the magnitudes ofq and
h. From the curvePi in Fig. 2, we see that the effect of th
knee atuqu is negligible compared to the corresponding e
fect on Pe . For kx*uhu, the form of Pi is kx

23 , following
from the analysis forPe .

Including the effects of volume conduction, which are e
actly the same as forPe , we find that the slope of the curv
Pi is 0 for 0,kx&k0, increases from21 to 22 over the
rangek0&kx&uhu, and is25 for kx*uhu.

Next, we consider the quantityPei , which is intermediate
in character betweenPe and Pi . It retains the features o
both these curves; i.e., has knees at each ofuqu, k0, anduhu,
with the power-law exponent varying from zero at lowkx to
25 at kx*uhu.

Finally, we deduce the behavior of the measurable po
P, which is simply the weighted sum of the above thr
quantities. As such, it is constant for lowkx (kx&uqu) and
kx

25 for high kx (kx*uhu). At intermediate values ofkx , the
measured power simply follows the shape of whichever
Pe ,Pi , or Pei is dominant. There are many more excitato
neurons than inhibitory ones, and they are aligned to giv

al
oth
s
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stronger signal@41#. ThusPe dominates at large scales~low
kx). The quantityPe , however, is the first to diminish askx
increases, hence domination switches toPi at some point,
which we designatekei . The value ofkei primarily depends
on We , r e , and the frequency-dependent factors inPe and
Pi .

Combining all the above considerations, we find that
spectral power decreases with wave number according to
power law

P~kx ,v1 ,v2!}kx
2g , ~47!

with g'0 for 0&kx&uqu, 0<g<3 for uqu&kx&k0 , 1<g
<5 for k0&kx&kei , 1<g<2 for kei&kx&uhu, and g'5
for kx*uhu.

The inequalities result from the fact thatP is summed,
and the value taken depends on the ratioWe /Wi , and onv1
andv2, which we investigate more fully in Sec. V B. Not
that the varying contribution from the head filter functio
F(k) askx increases from belowk0 to above 5k0 has been
included. The locations of the various knees can be roug
approximated asuqu'1/r e'10 m21, k0'25 m21 @24,40#,
kei'50 m21, uhu'1/r i'105 m21. For the spectrum shown
in Fig. 2, only four of the five zones are clearly distinguis
able, with g'0, 3, 2, 5, and only a slight hump atk0
525 m21.

To relate these results to experiments, one must remem
that kx,7 m21 on the cortex corresponds to scalp wav
lengths larger than 60 cm, the approximate circumferenc
the head, and as such is not relevant in practice.~This esti-
mate is calculated using a cortical folding parameter of
@24# to account for the convolutions in the cortex.! Also, kx
.104 m21 corresponds to cortical wavelengths smaller th
0.6 mm, which is approaching the limit of validity of th
theory, since the model averages over scales smaller th
few tenths of a millimeter. Thus, it is primarily the regio
7 m21,kx,104 m21 that is of interest here.

B. Parameter sensitivities

In this section we examine how the spectrum varies w
each of the model parameters, concentrating on those w
most affect the indexg as given in Eq.~47!. The effects of
r e , ge , k0 , We , r i , andGsn are shown in Fig. 3, the other
briefly discussed. In each frame, all parameters other t
that being varied are fixed at the values in Table I, and p
sible correlations between changes in parameters are not
sidered. The reasons for each choice of parameter rang
discussed in Sec. VI, and lie near the values in Table I.

We first investigate the parameters which affect the ex
tatory knee; i.e., those which significantly influenceuqu. Fig-
ure 3~a! shows the effect of varyingr e from 5 cm to 10 cm.
As r e increases,uqu decreases and the excitatory knee mo
to lowerkx . Figure 3~b! shows the effect of varyingge from
150 s21 to 250 s21. The knee moves to lowerkx as uqu is
decreased, and the power increases. The remaining pa
eters that appear in Eq.~10! are a, Gee, Ges, and Gii .
These also affect the excitatory knee, either by a slight s
or by sharpening it; however, the effects are minimal sincq
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is relatively weakly dependent on them, except at sharp sp
tral resonances, which are integrated over in any case.
of them,Ges andGii , also affect the power at allkx due to
their contribution to thekx-independent prefactors in bothPe
andPi .

We next examine the spectral dependence on the h
filter function. The quantityk0 is varied from 5 m21 to
30 m21 in Fig. 3~c!, the approximate range of values d
duced from the work of Srinivasanet al. @40#. As k0 in-
creases, the onset of the additional filtering is shifted
higher kx , and the overall slope of the region 10 m21,kx
,100 m21 decreases.

Figure 3~d! shows the effect of varyingWe from 0.92 to
0.97, which affectskei . Indeed, asWe increases, the transi
tion from high to lowg at around 100 m21 shifts to higher
kx , with no transition at all in the limitWe51.

Figure 3~e! shows the effect of varyingr i from 0.1 mm to
0.5 mm, which decreasesuhu and consequently moves th
inhibitory knee to lowerkx .

The gainGsn represents input to the thalamus from su
thalamic regions, and is increased from 1 to 10 in Fig. 3~f!.
As external input to the systemGsn is increased, overal
power is increased. This is reflected mathematically in
fact thatGsn appears only in thekx-independent factors in
Pe , Pi , andPei .

The remaining model parameters,Gre , Gse, Gsr , Grs ,
andt0, have only minor effects on the spectrum, particula
in the range of interest 7 m21,kx,104 m21.

C. Spatiotemporal relationships

We now turn our attention to the interplay of spatial a
temporal frequencies in the brain. The existence of a re

FIG. 3. Dependences of the power spectrum on individual
rameters for the frequency range 0.5 Hz, f ,40 Hz, with other pa-
rameters fixed at the values in Table I. Solid, dotted, dashed,
dashed curves are used in order of increasing magnitude of
parameter being varied. Values are~a! 5 cm,r e,10 cm, ~b!
150s21,ge,250 s21, ~c! 5 m21,k0,30 m21, ~d! 0.92,We

,0.97, ~e! 0.1 mm,r i,0.5 mm, and~f! 1,Gsn,10.
5-6
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 66, 061905 ~2002!
tionship between the two is verified by inspection of Fig.
which shows the theoretical spatial spectrum~38! at the five
frequencies 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 15 Hz, 20 Hz, 25 Hz. Parame
are for the eyes-closed state, given in Table I.

We first note that the qualitative form of the spectrum
the same over thef bands; i.e., there is always a low-kx
plateau followed by a number of roughly power-law d
creases inP(kx ,v) with varying exponents, as discussed
relation to Fig. 2. There is also a general trend to decrea
power with increasing frequency; however the decreas
not monotonic since the spectrum at 10 Hz lies above tha
5 Hz. In fact, the total power fluctuates with frequency in t
same way as the temporal frequency power spectrum. T
is, for the eyes-closed case, maximums in power occu
multiples of the resonant alpha frequency at 10 Hz, super
posed on a background of decreasing power with increa
frequency. Indeed, in the eyes-open case~not shown! the
power maximum at the alpha frequency is greatly dim
ished, and in sleep~also not shown! the maximums are
shifted to '5 Hz, 15 Hz, etc., corresponding to theta a
spindle peaks in the sleep frequency power spectrum@42#.
The background of decreasing power is related to the ac
of the dendrites as low-pass temporal frequency filters, an
minimized by increasing the parametera.

We have established that the spatial power spectrum
pends on frequency, and in fact lowkx and lowv are corre-
lated via the wave dipersion relation. We now investigate
f dependence of the region of power-law decrease inP which
starts at the excitatory knee. Ignoring volume conduction
the time being, the cortical powerPe is given by Eq.~14!,
with kx dependence given by

Pe~kx ,v!}1/@Re~Aq21kx
2!uq21kx

2u#. ~48!

The derivative ofPe(kx ,v) with respect tokx is of the form

dPe

dkx
}

2kx

ukx
21q2un

, ~49!

which decreases in magnitude with increasinguqu for a given
kx . Including volume conduction simply adds a frequen

FIG. 4. Spatial spectra at 5 Hz~solid!, 10 Hz ~dotted!, 15 Hz
~dashed!, 20 Hz ~dot-dashed!, and 25 Hz~triple dot-dashed!, using
the parameters in Table I. There is a general trend to decrea
total power with increasing frequency; however the trend is
monotonic since the curve at 10 Hz lies above that at 5 Hz.
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independent factor of about 2. Thus, we expect the slop
the spatial spectrum in the regionuqu,kx,kei to be greatest
for small values ofuqu.

Previous work using this model has shown that small v
ues of uqu correspond to peaks in the frequency spectr
@29#. We would therefore expect the slope of the wav
number spectrum to have maximums at the frequencie
peaks in the frequency spectrum.

A more detailed exploration of the frequency depende
of the power-law exponentg is defered to the following sec
tion, where it is compared with experimental data from
different study.

V. COMPARISON WITH EEG DATA

In this section the theoretical scalp wave-number sp
trum is compared with data obtained from recordings
Shaw@22#, for both the awake eyes-closed and awake ey
open conditions. The predicted spectrum for slow-wave sl
is also presented, although we could find no published d
for comparison. The model parameters used for each of
various states are listed in Table I.

A. EEG spectrum

Shaw @22# used a circular 1D montage of 31 equal
spaced electrodes placed around the head in a horizo
plane passing just above the ears, to record the EEG w
number spectra of four subjects, with a single reference e
trode on the crown of the head. Shaw removed the effect
the active reference electrode on the recorded signal by
tracting the spatial average from the data. The array circu
ference was'60 cm, with interelectrode spacing of'2 cm,
giving a wave-number range 7 m21,kx,100 m21, incor-
porating a cortical folding parameter of 1.5@24#, and using
the Nyquist wave number as the upper bound. Recordi
were made from the subjects in both the awake eyes-clo
and awake eyes-open conditions.

Both theoretical and experimental spectra are shown
Figs. 5 and 6 for the eyes-closed and eyes-open conditi
respectively, with parameters for the theoretical curves gi
in Table I. Both theoretical and experimental spectra havf
50.5–40 Hz.

ing
t

FIG. 5. Wave-number power spectrum for awake, eyes clos
for 0.5 Hz, f ,40 Hz. The theoretical spectrum derived from th
model, using parameters for eyes closed in Table I~solid line!, and
scalp data recorded by Shaw from four subjects awake, eyes cl
~broken lines!.
5-7
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O’CONNOR, ROBINSON, AND CHIANG PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061905 ~2002!
For the eyes-closed spectra in Fig. 5, there is good qu
tative agreement between theory and data. Shaw noted
the power-law relationship~47! holds, and calculated the av
erage experimental exponent in the range 7 m21,kx
,42 m21 to be g53.060.4 @22#. A theoretical value ofg
52.760.5 was calculated using linear regression over
same range, where the estimated error includes uncertai
due to varying the range of the linear regression.

The eyes-open spectrum, seen in Fig. 6, is very simila
the eyes-closed one, but has a slightly shallower slope. T
is also good agreement between experiment and the
Shaw found a mean power-law exponent ofg52.360.3,
which agrees well with the theoretical value ofg52.360.3
over the samekx range.

For both eyes closed and eyes open, Shaw assume
exponentg in Eq. ~47! to be constant for allkx.0; however
he recognized the reduced slope of the spectra at largekx
(.40 m21) and attributed this to experimental error, citin
as possible sources spatial aliasing, noise, and imprecisio
electrode placement. Our model suggests that the reduc
in slope is a real phenomenon, occurring as the power in
inhibitory neuron population becomes larger than the rap
diminishing excitatory neuronal power. For the data abo
40 m21, Shaw did not calculate the slope of the spectrum
linear regression analysis of this data in the range 42 m21

,kx,100 m21 givesg'1.5 for both eyes closed and ope
which falls within the theoretical range ofg from Eq. ~47!
for the corresponding wave numberskei,kx,uhu.

If we removed the effects of volume conduction to exa
ine cortical power, the slopes of the spectra abovek0
'25 m21 would be reduced, with the greatest effect forkx
.5k0. That is, the portion of the spectra at 5k0,kx,uhu
would be flattened to a plateau, and the slope atkx.uhu
would be reduced fromg55 to g53.

B. Frequency dependence ofg

For the eyes-closed state, Fig. 7 shows both the theo
cal and experimental slopes. The parameters used in de
tion of the theoretical curve, given in Table I, are the same
those used for comparison with the same four subje
power spectra in Fig. 5. From the theory, the value ofg was

FIG. 6. Wave-number power spectrum for awake, eyes open
0.5 Hz, f ,40 Hz. The theoretical spectrum derived from t
model, using parameters for eyes open in Table I~solid line!, and
scalp data recorded by Shaw from four subjects awake, eyes
~broken lines!.
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again calculated using linear regression, with a fixed e
point atkx'40 m21. The start point, however, was allowe
to vary to reflect the fact that the onset of the power-l
decrease is itself a function of frequency. The onset w
taken to be the point at which the instantaneous slope
halfway between the value atkx50 and atkx540 m21.
Comparing the theoretical results with the data, we see
there is good agreement: first,g has maximums at multiples
of the resonant alpha frequency, and second, there is a t
to smallerg with increasing frequency. Below 8 Hz there is
narrowing of the theoretical peak relative to the experimen
one. A possible source of this discrepancy is an experim
tally introduced error due to increasing phase differences
tween recording channels as the lower cutoff frequency
the analog band-pass filters is approached, as discusse
Shaw@22#. The channels’ low-frequency responses were
corrected for this effect@22#, however we would not expect i
to influence the signal at frequencies as large as 8 Hz.

We next examine the work of Wingeieret al. who imple-
mented a spherical harmonic analysis of awake, eyes-clo
EEG from six subjects@23#. They plotted the ratio of the
power in low wave numbers to power in high wave numbe
which acts as an approximate measure of the slope. Po
ratio was plotted against temporal frequency at 1 Hz reso
tion, and the results are shown in Fig. 8~a!. Figure 8~b!
shows the theoretical curve from Fig. 7. The Wingeier resu
agree qualitatively with those reported by Shaw@22# and
those presented here. That is, the power ratio is greate
the alpha frequency 10 Hz, with a possible second peak a
Hz, and an overall decrease with increasing frequency.
see that the width of the peak at 10 Hz varies with ea
individual.

Further experimental evidence for a maximum ing at
around 10 Hz is provided by Nunez@24,43#. Nunez recorded
2D EEG data which yielded an approximate rangeg53 –5
for frequencies at 8.0 Hz and 9.5 Hz, indicating ag value at
these frequencies which was elevated from the base valu
g52 –3. These ranges ofg correspond closely with the the
oretical ranges foruqu,kx,kei , Eq. ~47!.

We now turn our attention to the results for eyes-op
EEGs. Figure 9 shows both the theoretical and experime
@24# power-law exponents for eyes open. The parame
used in derivation of the theoretical curve are the same
those used for comparison with the same four subje

or

en

FIG. 7. Dependence of the power-law indexg on frequencyf for
the awake, eyes-closed condition. Theoretical results are obta
using parameters from Table I~solid line!, and mean experimenta
results are from four subjects~broken line!. The indexg is greatest
at multiples of the alpha frequency of 10 Hz, and decreases w
increasing frequency.
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WAVE-NUMBER SPECTRUM OF . . . PHYSICALREVIEW E 66, 061905 ~2002!
power spectra in Fig. 6. Comparing the theoretical res
with the data, the match is less convincing than for the ey
closed state, however we do find good agreement, espec
for f .5 Hz. The divergence between theory and data be
5 Hz may be explained by low-f experimental error, as dis
cussed in relation to the eyes-closed case. The diverg
between the curves atf .25 Hz may indicate that the form
of the head filter function in Eq.~28! needs to be adjusted
Alternatively, the experimentalg may be artifically lowered
by not accounting for the varying onset of the power-la
decreases; e.g., the value could incorporate both the le
mate decrease in power and a portion of the low-kx power
plateau. There is a possible indication of a similar eff
between theory and data above 28 Hz for the eyes-clo
case. More experiments need to be done in order to dis
guish between these two possibilities.

We remark that the peak ing at the alpha frequency i
lower and flatter than for the eyes-closed condition. Ma
ematically, this results from the larger values ofuqu in this
case due to the different parametrization. Physiologica
this reflects the diminishment of the alpha rhythm in t
eyes-open EEG.

The theory is not limited to eyes-closed and eyes-o
waking states, and we now extend it to explore a sleep

FIG. 8. Frame~a! shows the frequency dependence of the ra
of power in low wave numbers to power in high wave numbe
recorded by Wingeieret al. from six eyes-closed subjects. The e
perimental ratios give a crude approximation to the exponeng.
Frame~b! shows the theoretical dependence ofg on f for the awake,
eyes-closed state, the same curve as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the power-law indexg on frequencyf for
the awake, eyes-open condition. Theoretical results are obta
using parameters from Table I~solid line!, and the mean experimen
tal results are from four subjects~broken line!.
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state. We could not find any data in the literature for spa
EEG spectra of sleeping subjects, and so use the theory
sented here to predict the form of this spectrum, in particu
its dependence onf. Predicted spectral slope variation fo
slow-wave sleep is shown in Fig. 10, overplotted with t
data for awake, eyes closed and awake, eyes open.

Recall that peaks ofg should occur at frequencies whic
correspond to peaks in the temporal frequency power sp
trum. For the predicted sleep curve, peaks ing occur between
peaks in the awake curves, at about 3 Hz and 12 Hz, i.e
theta and spindle frequencies, which dominate in slow-w
sleep@29,42#.

VI. PARAMETER CHOICE AND EXTRACTION

The parameters used in generation of the theoret
curves are given in Table I. We now discuss the validity
the particular values chosen, and their relative magnitude
the different brain states. The parameters in the top sectio
the table do not vary between states; the range param
represent the physical extent of the neurons, and there i
evidence for these changing dynamically. The corticot
lamic loop timet0 and inhibitory dampingg i have been se
as constants because of the lack of evidence to the cont
Indeed, both the spectrum and exponentg are insensitive to
changes ing i until it is decreased by four or five orders o
magnitude. The loop timet0 should be approximately con
stant, however it may change under halothane anesth
@24#, and future experimental work using this drug cou
provide a test of the model.

The middle section of the table shows those parame
which vary between states. These reflect values and cha
which have been independently determined using this mo
in the time domain@34#, and by physiological consideration
For example, fitting the model to EEG data obtained fro
100 subjects with eyes closed and open showed a statisti
significant decrease in the excitatory damping parametege
for eyes open compared to eyes closed@34#. Similarly, there
was a significant increase ina, and significant decreases i
the composite quantitiesGesGse andGsrGrs . These trends,
which are reflected in Table I, were also independently
produced by EEG simulation in the time domain using t
model @32#. This simulation also indicated thatGee andGii

,

ed

FIG. 10. Predicted dependence of the exponentg on frequencyf
for slow-wave sleep. Theoretical results are produced using par
eters from Table I~solid line!. Also shown are experimental data fo
awake eyes closed~dotted line! and awake eyes open~dashed line!.
Peaks shift towardsu and spindle frequencies, which dominate
sleep.
5-9
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O’CONNOR, ROBINSON, AND CHIANG PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061905 ~2002!
are reduced in magnitude for eyes-open EEG, and thatGre
andGsn are increased.

The actual values taken by various parameters lie wit
the range determined by both the EEG fits and the sim
tion. Certain combinations of these parameters, term
x,y,z, have been shown to be robust measures of the b
state @32#, where x5Gee/(12Gii ) provides a measure o
cortical activity, y5(GesGse1GesGsrGre)/@(12GsrGrs)(1
2Gii )# provides a measure of corticothalamic activity, a
z52abGsrGrs /(a1b)2 provides a measure of thalam
activity. For eyes closed and eyes open, respectively, f
Table I, we havex50.56,0.91, y50.22,0.13, z50.29,
20.02, which corresponds well with other studies@32,34#.
For the sleep curves, the parameter values were taken
rectly from a slow-wave sleep simulation, withx51.00, y
520.27, andz50.16.

The bottom section of the graph shows those parame
which could not be well constrained by other consideratio
namely, the head filter constantk0, and the relative contribu
tion of the excitatory populationWe , where we have taken
We1Wi51 for convenience. The parameterk0 was limited
by consideration of the head volume conductor model de
oped by Srinivasanet al. @40# and the contribution of the
excitatory population is known to greatly exceed that of
inhibitory population. The present study, however, allows
to more precisely extract these parameters by fitting
theory to the data, with the other model parameters c
strained as discussed above. We conclude that the head fi
out wave numbers abovekx'25 m21, which is consistent
with the model results of Srinivasanet al. Also, the excita-
tory neurons contribute'95% of the measured signal due
their higher prevalence, their structure, and their aligned
entation.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have used our existing neurophysical continu
model of brain dynamics to explore the EEG power spectr
in the spatial domain. We argue that this has two main b
efits: insight into the spatial activity of the brain from a ne
perspective, and the extension and validation of the mo
We discuss each of these in turn.

The scalp wave-number spectrum was found to consis
a low-kx plateau followed by a power-law monotonic d
crease of the formP5kx

2g , whereg depends on bothkx and
v. The kx dependence ofg offers insight into which neura
populations and brain parameters dominate the activity
different scales. At large scales (kx&uqu), excitatory contri-
butions to measured power dominate because of the pr
lence of excitatory neurons, and their structure and ali
ment. At slightly smaller scales (kx*uqu), their dominance
diminishes. For still smaller scales (kx*k0), scalp power is
further reduced by the filtering out of small-scale activity
the cerebrospinal fluid, skull, and scalp. At even sma
scales (kx*kei), the excitatory power is so diminished th
the power in the inhibitory population dominates. This
turn is reduced at scales approaching that of the inhibit
neural ranger i (kx*uhu). For smaller scales than this th
continuum approach is no longer valid.
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A fuller parameter investigation indicated those para
eters which most affect the spectrum. These include
range, feedback, and head filtering parameters, and the
tive contributions of the two neural populations. An impo
tant outcome of this analysis is an estimation of those par
eters which are otherwise ill constrained; in particular, t
wave numbers which are filtered out by the head, and
relative contributions of the two populations to observ
scalp power.

The existence of a power-law decrease in power for
range 7 m21,kx,40 m21 was confirmed by experimenta
data collected by Shaw@22#, and the value ofg was in agree-
ment for both eyes closed and open. To verify the theoret
predictions at smaller scales, experiments with smaller in
electrode distances need to be performed.

As stated above, the exponentg also depends on tempora
frequencyv, with maximums ing coinciding with peaks in
the frequency power spectrum. An analysis of this freque
dependence for the range 7 m21,kx,40 m21 and 0.5 Hz
, f ,30 Hz yielded good agreement with Shaw’s data
both eyes closed and open. The exponent also agreed
data collected by Nunez@24#. For eyes closed, the slope ha
a large maximum at the alpha frequency, 10 Hz. This p
was much diminished in the eyes-open spectrum, which
flects the phenomenon of alpha blocking in the temporal
main. Also, increasing frequency led to a decrease in t
power, which relates the established temporal mechanism
dendritic low-pass filtering to the spatial domain, underlini
the link between spatial and temporal activity and establi
ing the relevance of understanding the wave-number beh
ior of the brain.

The frequency dependence of the exponentg for slow-
wave sleep was predicted, with maximums shifted to f
quencies corresponding to theta and spindle spikes, w
are known to occur in slow-wave sleep. In order to confi
these predictions, relevant experimental data are require

Let us consider now the model itself. It has been us
previously to accurately model the temporal power spectr
for a variety of brain states. The relative wealth of data av
able in the temporal domain has provided ample validat
of the theory. Here, we have shown that the same model
be used in the spatial domain. The parameters used for
different states were taken from previous studies, and sh
to produce results which fit the data. We have confirmed t
changes in brain state, such as eyes-open, -closed, or s
can be modeled by a simple change of parameters, a
which underlines the unity of brain function. That is, diffe
ent states of arousal are simply attributed to a change
thalamocortical gains, and their description can be unifi
into a single theory such as that explored here, rather t
the approach typically used in the past whereby differ
aspects of cortical activity were explained by quite differe
models.

The version of the model used here is infinite, and th
ignores any possible contribution to the spectrum by cort
boundary conditions. Boundary conditions have been sho
previously to have very minor effects on the cortical dyna
ics produced by this model under most circumstances, w
the exception being for weak cortical damping. In any ca
5-10
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finite model dynamics would be expected to differ from i
finite ones only at the largest scales, so the bulk of the sp
trum would remain unchanged. A possible extension of t
work would be to investigate these large-scale effects.

In conclusion, the spatial spectrum has been theoretic
derived and shown to reflect activity in the temporal fr
quency domain. The results have been shown to agree
the available data, although such data are limited and fur
experiments with extended frequency and wave-num
ranges are needed. The wave-number analysis could be
eralized to two-dimensional spectra, rather than their o
dimensional projections, thereby allowing comparison w
data obtained from 2D electrode arrays. The 1D wa
number analysis has been integrated into an existing fra
work which describes and explains many disparate aspec
brain behavior.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS IN
DERIVATION OF CORTICAL Pi

The integrals~24!–~26! can be evaluated using the rel
tion uzu25zz* for complexz. This gives

I 1~k,v!5E
2`

` ky
4dky

~ky
21c!~ky

21d!~ky
21m!~ky

21n!

5pF2c2A1

c
~c2d!21~c2m!21~c2n!21

1d2A1

d
~c2d!21~d2m!21~d2n!21

2m2A1

m
~c2m!21~d2m!21~m2n!21

1n2A1

n
~c2n!21~d2n!21~m2n!21G ,

~A1!
ce

k

, J
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-
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I 2~k,v!5E
2`

` ky
2dky

~ky
21c!~ky

21d!~ky
21m!~ky

21n!

5pFcA1

c
~c2d!21~c2m!21~c2n!21

2dA1

d
~c2d!21~d2m!21~d2n!21

1mA1

m
~c2m!21~d2m!21~m2n!21

2nA1

n
~c2n!21~d2n!21~m2n!21G ,

~A2!

I 3~k,v!5E
2`

` dky

~ky
21c!~ky

21d!~ky
21m!~ky

21n!

5pF2A1

c
~c2d!21~c2m!21~c2n!21

1A1

d
~c2d!21~d2m!21~d2n!21

2A1

m
~c2m!21~d2m!21~m2n!21

1A1

n
~c2n!21~d2n!21~m2n!21G , ~A3!

with

c5kx
21q2, ~A4!

d5kx
21q* 2, ~A5!

m5kx
21h2, ~A6!

n5kx
21h* 2. ~A7!
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